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Abstract- Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) build on User
nodes to form the network's routing infrastructure. In particular,
the correct forwarding behaviour of each intermediate node on
a multihop path fmm a source node to a destination node is
crucial for the functioning of the mesh network. Houever, current
secure muting solutions and misbehaviour detection mechanisms
are not sufficient and are mostly inapplicable in mesh networks
haied on state-of-the-art wireless technology. In particular, hophy-hop per-link encryption mechanisms break solutions that are
hased on the overhearing of the wireless channel, which leads to
severe prnhlems in the presence of niishehaving nodes. We present
AntSec, Wafcl~Anf,
and AntKep, which together address the above
security gap. AntSec guarantees integrity and authenticity of
rnuting meysages, WatchAnt detects mishehaviour in fonvarding
data messages as well as routing messages and in addition is able
to cope with per-link encryption at the MAC layer. AntRep is
a reputation management systcm and helps take punitive action
against misbehaving nodes. AntSec, WatchAnt, and AntRep are
well suited for \Wh's with a quasi-static network topology.
Thmugh a thorough evaluation vre show the improved routing
perforniance of AntSec working together with WatchAnt and
AntRep.

In the recent years we have Seen continuously increasing demand for fast and reliable ubiquitous network access.
Providing anytime-anywhere broadband network connectivity
is, thus, becoming important for network providers. Wireless
broadband networks are a viable solution for satisfying the
above demand. However, network providers are continuously
aiming towards a reduction in the maintenance costs for the
wireless networks. Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN), where
part of the network's infrastructure is maintained by User
controlled devices, allow the network providers to supply
ubiquitous broadband network coverage and, at the Same, time
reduce maintenance cost for the network infrastructure.
The term WMN usually refers to a network formed by a
set of wireless nodes, which collaborate to fonvard data from
a source node to the desired destination node. In this aspect
WMNs are similar to the so-called ad hoc networks, where a
set of nodes come together spontaneously to form a network.
Unlike ad hoc networks, the nodes participating in a WMN
are considered to be stationary and, thus, provide a stable
wireless network backbone. Routing protocols developed for
ad hoc networks have to cope with high mobility of the
nodes and have to ensure correct routing in the presence of
rapidly changing network topology. Currently, research in the
area of ad hoc networks focuses rnainly on challenges such
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as scalability, performance, etc. Unfortunately, sccurity issues
are often neglected and not addressed during the design of
new protocols. In contrast to ad hoc networks, WMNs are
usually not considered to have power limited or even mobile
nodes. This Opens up interesting avenues for optimization in
the WMN (see [I] for a detailed survey of WMNs).
WMNs rely on individual User nodes in the network to
correctly forward data from the source to the destination over
a multihop path. Each node participating in the network must
act as a router and forward messages on behalf of other nodes
in the network. This poses several security challenges for
the network infrastructure. Malicious routing behaviour by a
node may be profitable for the node, e.g. resulting in resource
savings at the node. This leads to several challenging issues
which have to be solved. Especially security in routing needs
further research. Participating nodes have to be authenticated,
they should be forced to participate in routing and attacks
have to be detected. It is imponant to introduce the necessary
security features in this early state of development of protocols
for WMNs to avoid costly security patches or even a lack of
security in the WMN.
In the current paper we address the above security needs in
WMNs. In particular, we consider networks that operate using
encrypted wireless links. Our contribution is as follows:

.

AnrSec: A novel stigmergy-based probabilistic routing
solution is presented. Our solution, AntSec, guarantees
integrity and authenticity of the routing rnessages. AntSec
is a probabilistic, proactive multipath routing algorithm,
which is resilicnl againsi forging, moditication and dropping attacks.
WarchAnr: A novel mechanism to detect forwarding misbehaviour (for both routing as well as data messages) is
presented. WatchAnt is able to cope with encrypted links,
although, encrypted links complicate the monitoring of
behaviour of neighbouring nodes. WatchAnt detects both
malicious packet dropping as well as packet modifcation
at misbehaving nodes.
AniRep: The reputation management System, AntRep, is
presented to interoperate seamlessly with AntSec and
WatchAnt. AntRep serves as a local database for each
node to manage the obtained reputation information and
to trigger corrective actions if a misbehaving node is
detected.

.

The stigmergy-based solutions presented are able to opti-
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mize their performance with increasing time of operation of
the WMN. Thus, the presented solution is highly suitable for
WMNs where the network topology is quasi-static. In Scction
ll we outline the security goals for our mechanisms and list
the assumtions we made while designing our solutions. In
Section 111 we look at related work, classify it and show
why existing solutions are not applicable for state-of-the-an
WMNs. In Section IV we present our solution. In Section V we
provide a thorough evaluation of our proposed solutions. This
is followed by a conclusion and pointers for further research
in Sectioii VI.
11. PROBLEM
STATEMENT
A N D ASSUMPTIONS
We have identified routing security as a critical issue in
WMNs. We next describe the scenario as well as the assumptions behind our work. We then state the security goals for
our mechanisms (AntSec, WatchAnt, and AntRep).
We identify two application scenarios for our security
mechanisms, namely subscription-based and subscription-less,
Open networks. The term Open network refers to the possibility
that new nodes can join the existing WMN in an organic
manner. The term subscription-based identifies a WMN which
is deployed by a network provider and only nodes which
are registered with the network provider are allowed to join
the network. In contrast, in a subscription-less network there
exists no network provider, but arbitrary nodes are allowed
to join. We focus on Open, subscription-based mesh networks
and assume the existence of a trusted third party (the network
provider). Each node that wants to gain access to the network
has to be authorized out-of-band to allow us to punish misbehaviour. An example for such a WMN could- be a mesh
network using the E E E 802.16 standard's MeSH mode (see
121 for an introduction to the MeSH mode of the IEEE 802.16
standard [3]).
We further assume that the communication takes place over
a shared wireless medium, where the nodes are able to both
send as well as receive data. Links between nodes are assumed
to be bidirectional, i.e. given a link L(A,B) between nodes A
and ß in the WMN there exists the link L(i3,A). Thc WMN
may dcploy per-link encryption at the Medium Access Control
(MAC) layer. Thus, data transmissions on link L(A,B) can be
encrypted by A such that only neighbour B is able to decode
the transmitted data. Please note that our solution is applicable
to mesh networks with and without per-link encryption. We
also assumc the existence of a mechanism to broadcast data
to all neighbours without encryption. The above assumpiions
are inline with the conditions and assumptions made by stateof-the-art MAC standards supporting mesh networks (e.g. the
IEEE 802.16-2004 standard). We design the routing protocol
such that for each packet a node N receives, the node is able to
obtain information about the previous two hops along which
the packet was fonvarded to the node N. For example if the
packet travels along a path S-NI-N2-N3-N to an intermediate
node N then the node N knows that the two previous nodes
which forwarded the packet are nodes N2 and N3 in this
cxample.

The security goals we consider when deiigning our solution are as follows. The security goals encompass goals for
nodes individually as well as goals for the entirc routing
systemlnetwork (control-plane and data-plane).
1) Authenticity and authorization of the source and destination nodc can hc vcrified by all nodcs on ihc routc.
2) Authenticity and authorization of neighbours can be
verified by nodes en-route.
3) Correct routing functionality shall be maintained (e.g.
loop free routing, up-to-date routes, etc.).
4) Forging of routing messages in the name of other nodes
shall have no effect on routing.
5) Manipulation or dropping of routing messages shall be
detected.
6) Manipulation or dropping of data packets shall be detected.
7) Misbehaving nodes shall be detected and identified. so
that various punishment methods can be applied.
Ln addition to these security goals, our solution should
be as efficient as possible, i.e., in terms of computational
effort the usage of asymmetric cryptography should be avoided
for frequent operations such as packet forwarding due to its
computational complexity. Routing overhead shall be kept as
low as possible, unnecessary transmissions shall be avoided,
etc. To harness the power of decentralized operation of the
network, our solution shall base routing and security decisions
on local inforn~ation,wherever this is possible.

The detection of malicious nodes that refuse to fonvard
messages is a challenging task in decentralized, Open networks. This is particular true for wireless multihop networks
such as WMNs. In the area of mobile ad hoc networks,
recently a number of security solutions have beeil discussed.
Various approaches depart from today's de-facto standard
routing protocols for wireless multihop networks: Dynainic
Source Routing (DSR) [4] and Ad Hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV) [5]and reach a variety of specialized security
goals, typically by utilizing asymmetric andlor symmetric
cryptography in combination with protocol mechaiiisms. See
Djenouri et al. [6] for an up-to-date survey on security issues
and solutions in such networks.
To detect misbehaviour only few approaches exist. Mani
et al. introduced in 2000 the idea of Warchdog and Parkrnrei.
[7] in order to solve the problem of malicious nodes. The
main idea of the mechanism is ro Store an identifier for every
packet fonvarded to a neighbour and, by overhearing, validate
whether the neighbour fonvards this packet or not. Proiniscuous listening on the wireless channel Comes wiih several limitations. Scenarios exist, where trarismission collisions occur
on the physical layer and the behaviour of neighbouring nodes
cannot be verified. Also. efficient baiidwidth utilization might
rely on planning of simultaneous transmissions within a twohop neighbourhood. which also prohibits reliablc promiscuous
listening. Despite these limitations, Watchdog is still one of

the most common building blocks in various proposed security
frameworks.
Alternatives to Watchdog are rare. Nuglets [8] and Sprite [9]
are both incentive-based solutions that are based on accounting
of the forwarding service. In Nuglets, accounting is done
locally, but requires tamper-proof hardware, while in Sprite
receipts for delivered packets are saved and a tmsted accounting Server is used for accounting based on these receipts.
This results in high computational and Storage requirements.
Kargl presents in [I01 Iterative Probing, a mechanism to detect
blackholes on routes. Kargl assumes a field in each packet that
contains encrypted information only decipherable by a single
node on the route. This node has to acknowledge the receipt of
the packet. Starting from the destination node, the source node
iteratively adresses every single node on the route. Malicious
nodcs (hat drop mcssages can, ihus, bc idcniified by mcüns
of the probing mechanism: the last acknowledgement is either
from the malicious node in the route or from its precursor.
Howcver, Kargl's approach is limited to source routing and
necessitates changes on the network layer. In [I I] Djenouri
et al. propose the usage of signed two-hop acknowledgments.
This results in high traffic overhead even after optimization.
Current state-of-the-art wireless technology poses strong
consiraints thal havc not sufficicnlly hcen considcred in related work. In particular, hop-by-hop encryption on link layer
prohibiis overhearing of forwarded messages. Moreover, there
exist reservation-based MAC layers, which might only possess limited broadcast-capabilites, thus, making the use of
flooding-based reactive routing protocols prohibitively expensive. We identified that stigmergy-based routing algorithms
I'ulfil niosi o f thc rcquircmcnts of currcnt and upcoming
WMNs. Stigmergy-based routing protocols imitate the routing
behaviour of insects such as ants, which randomly explore
the landscape until they discover food resources. To inform
their colony, they return on the path travelled towards the
food and lay a pheromone trail that attracts further ants to use
this route. Routing algorithms based on this principle were
introduced in [12][13] by Di Caro et al. The advantage of
this class of routing algorithms is that they do not demand
broadcasting capabilities from the underlying MAC layer and
routing decisions are made entirely localized, only based on
probabilistic ratings of individual links. With this approach
link quality aspects and security considerations can be considered in parallel. Security aspects for this class of algorithms
are not discussed in sufficient detail, yet. In [I41 Zhong and
Evans have explored some of the secunty issues for stigmergic
systems in general.
In Summary, we witness a lack of feasible secunty solutions
to detect node misbehaviour for the emerging research area
of WMNs. This is especially true, if we consider state-ofthe-art wireless technology. We propose a security framework
to deal with the aforernentioned challenges. In particular, we
propose AntSec, a secure stigmergy-based routing protocol.
AntSec works in close collaboration with WatchAnt, which
provides a mechanism similar to Watchdog. However, it can
also cope with encrypted links on the MAC layer. Moreover, it

is designed to synergistically exploit the characteristics of ihc
underlying stigmergy-based routing protocol. As a connector
between both schemes we further introduce a reputation management system, AntRep.

IV. ANTSEC,WATCHANTA N D ANTREP
In this section we first outline the components of our
security framework and give an overview of the interactions
among the different components. This is followed by a detailed
description of the working of the individual cornponents.
Fig. 1 shows the components of our security framework
and the interaction among the different components. AntSec
is a stigmergy-based routing algorithm which builds up on
AntNet 1.1 1151 and provides several security extensions.
WatchAnt is a challenge-response based misbehaviour detection mechanism, which is inspired by the work of Marti et
al. [7]. Unlike contemporary watchdog mechanisms found
in literature, WatchAnt is able to detect misbehaviour of
neighbouring nodes even in the presence of encrypted wireless
links. AntRep, the reputation management system that complements AntSec and WatchAnt, uses a multiple-threshold based
system to classify neighbouring nodes into different categories
based on their (mis)behaviour observed by WatchAnt. Fig. 1
shows the interaction among the above components. AntSec is
responsible for updating the routing tables at the node and for
acquisition and maintenance of the routes. The routing table
contains entries per-destination and neighbour; these values
denote the probability that the respective neighbour is selected
as next hop for the particular destination. AntSec additionally
uses information from AntRep to adapt these probabilites.
WatchAnt observes the routing (control) packets sent by
AntSec as well as data transmissions sent to neighbouring
nodes and uses the routing information to perform checks to
detect misbehaving neighbours. The misbehaviour information
is then fed to AntRep, the rcputation management systern as
shown in Fig. 1. We will next discuss the functioning of the
individual components.

t
AntSec:

Koutiiig l g o r i i h m

,

Fig. I .

Components of our security framework

A. An'Sec: Securing

Roufing

AntSec is a proactive, probabilistic, multipath, stigmergybased, distributed, non-broadcast based, secure routing algorithm. AntSec is one of tlic first contributions for sccuring
stigmergy-based routing algorithms (see the work of Zhong
and Evans [I41 for earlier work to study security vulnerabilities
of stigmergic systems). Our work has to be Seen in this

context. Here, we present the vital cornponents of the routing
algonthrn.
Using AntSec each node maintains a routing table where for
all tuples (Desrinalion Node, Neighbouring Node) a muting
probability is rnaintained denoting the probability of choosing
the Neighbouring Node as the next hop for a packet destined
to thc Desrinarion Node.
AntSec uses the following routing messages:
Discovery Forward Ant (DFANT): These are periodically sent
to random destinations to find and cstablisli iiew routes.
DFANTs contain a rcgistration ccrtificatc. and a public kcy
hash authenticating the source iiode. The registration certificate
and keys are obtained by nodes from a trusted third-party
(network provider) as stated in our assurnptions. In addition
DFANTs Iiave a path list containing all visited nodes. Flags
in tlie DFANT allow the nodes on the route to request the
registration cenificate and public key of the destination node.
Maintenance Forward Ant (MFANT): MFANTs are sent periodically to keep the current routes active, reinforce active
routes, and adapt the routing probabilities to the current stak
of the network. Sirnilar to DFANTs, MFANTs contain a list
of visited nodes. However, as all the nodes on the route
have received the registration certificate of the source and the
destination during route setup frorn the DFANTs, MFANTs
conrain only a unique hash of the source registration certificate.
Backward Ant (BANT): BANTs are sent by the destination
nodes in response to received forward ants (DFANTs and
MFANTs). Critical parts of the forward ants are signed and
added to the corresponding BANT. Additionally, the public
key and registration certificate of tlie destinatioii node is added
to the BANT if requested in the fonvard ants. BANTs also
contain a cornplete list of visited nodes. All types of ants
have an AntTD, which uiiiquely identifies the ant. Due to the
proactive nature of AntSec, routes are established before they
are used. As only authenticated and authorized nodes shall
participatc. their regisiraiion certificate is contained in every
DFANT.
Only authonzed nodes are allowed to participate in the
network. Therefore, upon receiving a DFANT, the registration
certificate of the source node is checked for validity and stored
if valid. In MFANTs the registration certificate is not contained
in order to save bandwidth. Dunng route establishrnent thc
certificate is propagated to and stored by every node on tlie
route, so it is not needed to be sent repeatedly. The sarne
holds for the Public Key and registration certificate of the
destination node. Once a mute is established, the validity of
the destination node is checked and the Public Key of the
destination node is distributed, there is no further need to
provide this information in MFANTs. Invalid certificates and
Public Keys can be dctected casily, as the ccnificatcs may
contain a hash of the Public Key and the information about the
current network idcntifier of the corresponding node. With this
approach only authenticated and authorized peers can establish
routes.
In order to guarantee the integrity of routing messages a two
step niechanism is used. BANTs are signed by the destination

node, so that every node on the way back to the source node
(using the path history) can verify the integrity of the BANT.
To achieve this, the Public Key of the destination node is
provided in the BANT upon request. The integrity of FANTs
is guaranteed by a second look at the critical fields. Refore
forwarding a FANT, each node Stores a hash of the critical
fields of the FANT, i.e. the path history up to the current node.
die cenificates, source and destinatioii identifiers. Each node.
upon receipt of a BANT, checks the BANT's path history up to
this node's occurrence and other inimutable parts of the routing
message, to see whether the corresponding FANT is known
and has not been changed invalidly. Any invalid rnodificatioii
of thc FANT results in a BANT which cannot be associated to
its corresponding FANT. In case of a recognition, tlie integrity
of the FANT is assured. The rnatching entry is then deletcd
from the stored memory. In case a corrcsponding FANT cannot
be found, the integrity of the original FANT rnust have been
compromised or a new FANT has been forged. in this case
the BANT is dropped. For any unexpected error the previous
hop (node) is punished with a reputation decrease. In case of
a valid BANT the routing tables are updated.
We see that forging and invalid rnodification of routing
rnessages have no effect. Even replays of old FANTs and
BANTs do not cause harrn, as replayed BANTs are dropped
due to the missing corresponding FANT. Replayed FANTs
have rhe effect of iiew FANTs, so benefit is gained from
this attack (by helping to update routing tables). Only routing
information taken from the BANT is used to update thc routing
tables, when the integrity and authenticity of the routing
messages is assured.
Malicious nodes may try to cause inefficient routes or even
loops, but effects of such attacks are lirnited, because each
node can only determine the next hop of the routing packet.
One additional advantage of the stigrnergy-based security
approach is that attacks have to be perforrned several tirnes
to have effect. Routing probabilities chaiige only significantly
after several routing table updates. With increasing nurnber of
attacks, malicious behaviour is easier to detect.

B. Warclulnr: Watching rhe Exrended Neighborhood
In this subsection we present details about WatchAnt, a
novel rnisbehaviour detection mechanism for WMNs. To the
best of our knowledge, WatchAnt is one of the first schernes
proposed which can detect node misbehaviour even in the
presence of per-link encryption at the MAC layer. Detcction
of rnisbehaviour in forwarding data by a neighbouring node
is a difiicult task in WMNs. Even when the wireless links
are not encrypted, parallel transrnissions scheduled within a
two-hop neighbourhood to increase spatial reuse (as doiie by
the TDMA based MeSH mode of the 802.16 standard) inake
promiscuous listeiiing difficult, if not impossible.
WatchAnt is a challenge-rcsponse based scherne for detecting forwarding rnisbehaviour of neighbouring nodes. To rnake
the presentation intuitive we will explain the functioiiing oT
WatchAnt with the help of the scherna shown in Fig. 2.

(Al), next hop node iü (IDs from set NR, num. of packets forwarded (j),hash value for the packets)']). As seen the response
consists of a set of tuples identifying in each case the previous
hop (the challenger), the next hop for a set of packets, the
number of packets fonvarded to the next hop, the hash value
for all the packets sent to the next hop. To make the example
more clear, assume that Al had sent a challenge as specified
above. Further assume that the node Rl has forwarded thc
packets only to a single next hop (NRI) and the challenge
had asked for the last 2 packets. The response then looks like
[ A ~ . ~ ~ ~ , 2 , h a s h s u rP$:')].
n ( ~ ~ lThis
~ ~ ,response is transmitted as a broadcast message without encryption. We denote
the number of previous packets for which the hashs?~nz()
Fig. 2. WalchAnc working principle
is to be computed as W a R e q N u m . In the above example,
W a R e q N u m = 2. This parameter determines the probability
of detecting fonvarding misbehaviour of neighbounng nodes.
Consider the Sets of nodes A, R, NR, and D as shown in
Thus, in our scenario, when Rl tnnsmits the response, it
Fig. 2. A will represent the Set of nodes generating the packet will be received by its neighbours in the Sets A and NR. Nodes
or forwarding the packet and wanting to verify the fonvarding which are addressed in the response will process the reply. In
behaviour of the next hop for the packets. R will denote the set the above example, the nodes Ai and NRl will process the
of rclay nodes (next hops for packets transmitted by nodes in received reply. By venfying the reply, either Ai or NRI or
set A). NR denotes the set of next hops for the set of nodes in both will be able to detect fonvarding misbehaviour of iiode
R; i.e. packets transmitted by nodes in set A to nodes in set R R1 in case it is misbehaving. In general, we can say the the
will be forwarded to nodes in the set NR on their way towards WatchAnt reply sent by the relays (set of nodes R) will be
the destination (nodes in Set D). The set D is assumed to be verified by the challengers (set of nodes A ) and the reported
the sei of destinations for the packets originated or initially next hops after the relays, i.e. the set of nodes NR. Both these
transmitted/forwarded by the nodes in set A. Note that, just Sets of nodes need to be able to verify the reply, the set of
to keep the discussion simple, we assume that the sets are nodes R needs to generate a reply. Hence, each of the above
disjoint, they could in practice be non-disjoint. We use P Set of nodes needs to maintain certain data structures, which
to denote the sei of packets originated or initially fonvarded are described next.
hy nodes in set A. P:" denotes the last packet transmitted
Each node maintains two lists InList (for information about
by a node a to node b. P$$ thus, denotes the "'i packet packets received from the neighbour), and OutList (for storing
preceeding the current packet transmitted by the node a to information about packets sent to the neighbour) for each
node b. We assiime the presence of a mathematical function neighbouring node. Let h a s h I n z ( P ) denote the hash of the
h a s h s u ~ n ( l i . lh2)
, which is basically a mapping ({H),{H))
immutable parts of packet P. An entry in the InList, for a
H H, where H = B'~' hi
E H for i E N and B = packet received ( P ) , contains h a s h I m ( P ) , the node identifier
{O. 1). The set H can be considered to be a sct of 160 bit of the neighbour which transinitted this packet @revious node),
hashes computed for individual packets using a hash function. and the node identifier of the node which transmitted the
Assume that the function h a s h s u m ( ) is commutative as well packet prior to the previous node. In addition, a field in ihe
as associative. If hnshslrm() is in addition a one-way hash InList can be used to enter the information about the next hop
function it is beneficial for our mechanism, however, this for the packet.
is an optional feature. To simplify the notation we will use
The OutList contains for the packet transmitted (P),
I z u s h s u m , ( P ~P j , ...,Pk) to denote the repeated application of h a s h I r n ( P ) , and ihe node identifier of the node to which
hashsum, hashsurn(hi, h a s h s u m ( h a s h s u m ( P j , ...
the packet was forwarded. The number of entries in the above
h ~ a s h . ~ u ~ n ~Pk)))),
( P ~ - ~ where
,
hi corresponds to the hash two lists can be limited to some maximum value. In addition,
value for packet Pi.
to be able to verify the WatchAnt reply, we need information
We next give an overview of the challenge-response mech- about the previous two hops for the packets. Therefore, for
anism. The node (Al) wishing to verify the forwarding be- each transmitted packet, a previous node identifier field is sct
haviour of its neighbour ( R l ) transmits a challenge (WatchAnt in addition 10 thc transinittcr's nodc idcntificr. On rccciving
Request [challenged node's iD (R,), packet Count (i)]). The or transmitting a packet, the InList or the OutList are updated
challenge identifies the addressed node, and asks it to reply and all the fields in these lists are set as specified previously.
with the forwarding information for the last i packets sent by A node periodically issues WatchAnt requests (challenges)
the challenger to the challengcd node. In this example, R l is as explained previously asking for the information about the
requested to reply specifying information about the forwarding previous WaReqNunz packets sent to the neighbour. The
for the packets P!?:~ ... p;lR1.
challenged node then uses the InList to find out the next hops
~~
received from the challenger.
R l then sends a response (WatchAnt Reply [(previous hop for the last 1 V a R e q N i packets

Using the hash values for the packets in question found fmm
thc InLisr and the corresponding next-hops, the challenged
node uses the h a s h s i ~ mfunction to generate the WatchAnt
reply. The WatchAnt reply is then transmitted. The challenger
uses its OurLisrs to determine whether the hashsum reported
by the challenged node matches the kashsum for the packets
sent to the node. Othcr nodes (corresponding to the set NR)
receiving the WatchAnt reply and addressed in the reply use
their InLisr to check if the node really forwarded the packets it
reports as forwarded. It is seen that a malicious node which lies
and tries to manipulate the reply can fool only the challenger
or thc ncxt hop but not both sirnultaneously and, hence, its
forwarding misbehaviour will be detected.
The Parameter M J a R e q N u m plays an important role in
determining the ability of thc WatchAnt rnechanisrn to detect
forwarding misbehaviour. Consider that a malicious node
drops packets with a probability of PD„, instead of forwarding them. Now the probability that a packet is not
dropped is givcn by (I-PD„). Given a WatchAnt request
asking for information about the last M r a ß e q N i ~ m packets
is addressed to a malicious node, its malicious behaviour
will not be detected if and only if it has not dropped a
single packet in the last W a R e q N u m packets. The probability
that the node has not droppcd a single packet in the last
W a R e q N u m packets is given by (1 - P D ~ ~ ~ )
which is equal to the pmbability that a malicious node will
go undetected. Thus, the probability that a malicious node,
dropping packets with a probability P D ~ ~will
, . be detected is
1 (1 - pD )M'aReqNum

reputation range. Also, positive as weil as negative obsewations lead to the below detailed change of the reputation value
if within this range. Reputations below -25 indicate that a
neighbour behaves maliciously. Reputation changes towards a
better reputation value are no longer comrnenced as feedback
to WatchAnt, but the reputation is only allowed to increase
according to the restoration process described below. As soon
as the reputation is under -40, (wo changcs take effect. ( I )
The node is cxcluded from routing, i.e. its probability of
being chosen as next hop to arbitrary destinations is set to the
minimal value. (2) The node is denied service, i.e. niessages
generated by this node are no longer processed.
Wc distinguish between the thresholds at -25 and -40 to
be able to adequately trcat selfish behaviour of nodes. which
rnight try to constantly operate with a bad reputation to avoid
forwarding of packets for other nodes. From the threshold -25
on, these nodes rely on the (slow) mechanism of reputation
fading to get back into normal operation, they are living on
the edge o l exclusion. In contrast, inactivity of a node is not
considered harrnful. To enforce continuous positive behaviour
from benign nodes and to allow nodes idcntificd as nialicious
to (slowly) recover their reputation, the reputation of a node
is periodically updated as follows:

C. AnrRep: Managing Reputation for Stigmergic S.yssrm

The above models the reputation fading (or second chance)
mechanism in our misbehaviour detection Systems. Misbehaving nodes can return to normal sewicz after an appropriate timeout. Thus, without any other triggering changc, the
reputations of all neighbouring nodes converge to the initial
reputation value (0). As Seen in this subsection, reputations
are maintained locally, representing the subjectivc view of one
node observing its neighbours. The reputation value of a single
node inaintained by two different neighbours can be conipletely different (also this single node can hehave differently
with respect to its neighbouring nodes). Each node decides
based on its local reputation table, Iiow to cope with each
single of its neighbouring nodes. Mechanisms can be devised
to use the local subjective obsewations and spread them as
second-hand reputations (see Buchegger [16]). Second-hand
reputations have been shown to increase the speed of detection
of malicious nodes. For the results presented in this Paper, we
do not employ second-hand reputations, but rely only on localobsewations and decisions to mimimize the protocol overhead.
In addition to positive or negative reputation updates based
on the WatchAnt replies, we identified elements of the AntSec
protocol which can be used to update the reputation of neighbouring nodes. Routing loops in received , e.g. FANTS, invalid
BANTs received, BANTs received for which no corresponding
FANT has been Seen are all symptoms for node misbeliaviour.
and can be detected by a benign node. Benign nodes receiving

Top

To maintain a current state of its neighborhocd, each node
relies on AntRep as a reputation management system. For our
scenario, reputation rnanagement is camed out in a distributed
and decentralized fashion. In particular, AntRep represents
all information gathered by WatchAnt about the behaviour
of the extended neighborhood of a node as node - value
pairs. These reputation values are updated periodically when
positive or negative observations are made by WatchAnt. We
next describe the parameterization of the reputation values, the
system policies to react if ceriain thresholds are reached and
the detailed process of updating reputations. We surnmarize
the subsection by highlighting similarities and differentes with
related work in the area of repuation management.
If a nodc joins the network, its reputation value is 0. We
define the following thresholds to apply for our reputation
system.
i 25 Maximum reputation value
0 Initial reputation value
-25 No-reputation-bonus threshold
-40 Punishrnent threshold
-60 Minimum reputation value
The symmetric range frorn [-25;25] describes the notion of
normal operation of neighbours. The nodes' strategy is to
perform normal routing operations to neighbours within this

.

~

.

If current reputation value oldRep is positive:
~ ~ " ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
n e w R e p = 0.9. oldRep
If current reputation value oldRep is between -40 and 0:
n,ewRcp = 0.98. oldRep
If current reputation value oldRep is less than -40:
n e w R e p = 0.99. oldRcp
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For Scenario Ti we used the artificial WMN topology shown
in Fig. 5. We coiisidered two CBR flows with the same dala
rate as in Scenario T. The two flows considered are Ns
ND, and ND -t Ns. Node X marks the malicious node. It is
active in the time-intewal [200s;1200s] and acts maliciously
in the intewal [300s;1100s]. Thus, the iiode is malicious 80%
of the time. We vary the degree of maliciousness during thc
latter period of time. Again, we perform 20 replications for
each test.
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fractions of misbehaving nodes and, as a result, to adapt and
improves the routes in the network.
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TABLE I1

DATAU E L I V E R Y RATIO POR

Drop Ratio
DeliveryRatio
Std.Dev.

ANTSEC
I N SCENARIO
I1

20%
40%
92.2% 91.0%
3.3%
5.0%

60%
87.8%
7.6%

80%
82.2%
9.5%

100%
82.5%
8.6%

Simulation time [s]

Fig. 4. Mean fraciion of daia delivered up

to a given tiine

The benefit of the successive identification of malicious
nodcs by AntSec can be obsewed in Fig. 4, which shows
the mean delivery ratio cumulated until the given point in
time. The figure shows an increasing trend in tlie obtained
delivery ratio over time for all tests. This implies that with
increasing deployment time AntSec selects improved routes
(avoiding malicious nodes) and, thus, irnproves thc delivery
ratio. In fact, we obsewed that when one considers the delivery
rario for the last 100 seconds of the simulation, AntSec shows
delivery ratios that are up to eight percent higher than the
average delivery ratio.

Tablc I1 shows the mean fraction of data delivered to the
destinatioii using AntSec Tor differing drop rates of node X . It
is seen that even with 100% packet drop rate of the malicious
node AntSec achieves a mean delivery ratio of 82.5%. As a
baseline, for the latter exarnple Ant routing produces a mean
delivery ratio of only 21.9% (which is only marginally better
than the sustained delivery ratio of 20% that can be reached
solely during the non-malicious intewal). Fig. 6 shows the
value for the reputation for the malicious node as computed
by node N 2 . The figure also illustrates the detection spced of
WatchAnt.
We observed that the drop ratio of the malicious node
makes essentially no difference to its detection probability
in AntSec. For all studied drop rates, on an average 4.3 and

B. Sirnularion Resulrs: Scenario I1

The goal of Scenario 11 is to study the performance of
AntSec for malicious nodes that exhibit probabilistic (mis)behaviour. 1.e. these nodes do not drop 100% of the data
packets, but try to avoid detection by dropping fewer packets.
Again we are discussing thc effectiveness of WatchAnt in
detecting malicious behaviour. Moreover, we investigate the
working of AntRep in detail.

Fig. 5. Topology for Scenario I1

4.55 nodes detected node X to be malicious, i.e. almost all
neighbours. This effect is due to the design of the WatchAnt
mechanism as shown in the following example. As discussed
earlier, the parameter 1YaReqNuin is used during the creation
of WatchAnt requests, and describes the number of packets
for which a reception report is requested. If one of these
M'aReqN~~rnpackets has not been forwarded, the WatchAnt
reply is false, and hereby it is not relevant whether 20% or
100% of these packets have been dropped. Thus, by adjusting
the parameter MTaRcq it is possible to inlluence the deiection
quality of WatchAnt. For the above simulation we have chose
l Y a R c q N u i ~=
- ~12.

200 300 400 500 W O

700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

Simulation time

Fig. 6.

[s]

Reputation of the malicious node X as computed by node N2

C. Simularion Resulrs: Summaiy
We have analyzed the perforrnance of AntSec, WatchAnt,
and AntRep for different scenarios. Our results are very
promising and show that our framework is able to achieve the
intended goal, namely to detect malicious nodes in WMNs
that operate with the constraint (featiire) of encrypted links
between mesh nodes. We can conclude that stigmergy-based
secure routing mechanisms are a viable alternative to existing
secure routing schemes, especially if we consider organically
growing networks. Additional results and a more detailed
analysis can be found in [18].
VI. CONCLUSION
State-of-the-art Wireless Mesh Networks feature sophisticated hop-by-hop security mechanisms such as link-layer
encryption. Being designed to secure the wireless transmission
in the first place. these features complicate a wide range of
current security solutions on the network layer. In particular, if we consider networks that operate with non-trusted
mesh tiodes, we lose the ability to transfer solutions from
the domain of wireless multihop networks that require the
overhearing of the wireless channel to identify misbehaving
nodes. Moreover, hop-by-hop mechanism cannot replace endto-end security mechanisms. Our security framework comprises the components AntSec, WatchAnt, and AntRep and is
able to address the aforementioned research problems. Based
on the principle of stigmergy, our solution shows very good

perforrnance in mesh networks with static topologies, even
though the misbehaviour can be dynamic. W; evaluate the
proposed mechanisms by means of a simulation study atop
of lEEE 802.16 MeSH mode. Our selected results show the
feasibility of our approach. However, this work clearly marks
only the beginning of the rcsearch in the area of mesh networks
that operate under the provision of advanced mechanisms such
as hop-by-hop link-layer encryption.
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Abstract:

Wireless Mesh Nehvorks (WMNs) build On User nodes to form the neiwork's muting
infrastructure. In pariiwlar, the correct forwarding behaviourof each intermediate node on
a multi-hop path from a source node to a destination node is crucial for the functioning of
the mesh network. However. currenl secure routing solutions and misbehaviour detection
mechanisms are not suiiicient and are mostly inapplicable in mesh neiworks based on
state-of-the-ari wireless technology. In parliwlar. hop-by-hop pw-link encryption
mechanisms break solutions that are based On the overhearing of the wireless channel.
which leads to severe Problems in the presence of misbehaving nodes. We present
AntSec, WatchAnt, and AntRep. Wich together address the above sewrity gap. AntSec
guarantees integrity and authenticity of routing messages. WatchAnt detects
misbehaviour in forwarding dala messages as well es routing messages and in addition is
able to copewith per-link encryption al the MAC layer. AnlRep is a repulalion
management System and helps take punitive action against misbehaving nodes. AntSec,
WatchAnt end AntRep are well suiled for WMNs with a quasi-static neiwork topology.
Through a thorough evaluation we show the improved routing performance of AntSec
working together with WatchAnt and AntRep.
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